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Dear Team,
We have made it halfway through a very difficult 2020. Thankfully, Spring and Summer are seasons of growth and rebirth, because the winter pandemic has taken its toll. The health challenges we faced resulted in operational challenges
in the Senate, which we overcame with hard work, cooperation and innovation. I am thankful to be moving forward and
looking to better days ahead. This edition of the Dispatch highlights some of our successes, as well as
showcases other items of interest here at the Senate.
Sincerely,

Megan Martin, Secretary and Parliamentarian

Notable Numbers:
8595

The number of guests who have visited the
Senate Library since the exhibitions opened in
September 2018.
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PA Senate is First Chamber in the Nation to Utilize Remote
Participation in Session to Maintain Continuity of Government
With the COVID-19 crisis, the Secretary was tasked with finding a solution for the
continuity of the Senate’s legislative operations. Partnering with Caucus senior staff,
LDP, and the Senate Chamber audio-visual team, the Senate of Pennsylvania held the
first-ever session with remote participation on Wednesday, March 25, 2020. We took
extraordinary steps during extraordinary times to ensure full, meaningful and
transparent participation of all
the Members, while
simultaneously complying
with federal and state
guidelines for social distancing
to stem the spread of COVID19. Read the “Ask the
Parliamentarian” section on
pages 4-5 for the full story.
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TREASURES OF THE PENNSYLVANIA SENATE LIBRARY EXHIBIT...
GONE (FOR NOW), BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
They say timing is everything. Well, for our last Senate Library
exhibit, which was released in March, the timing could not
have been worse. So, we will be bringing it back for a future rerelease. In the meantime, here are the highlights of the Exhibit.
Be sure to check our Library website for more details. https://
www.library.pasen.gov/Exhibitions/Treasures-Of-TheSenate.cfm.
From March-May 2020, the Senate Library team shared some
of the most treasured items in the Library’s collections—from
the Literary Legacy of the published writings of our Members,
to Hidden Gems of the Senate Library’s collection, to
Mementoes from our Members. The Treasures of the Senate
Exhibition revealed the lesser-known history of the Senate and
the Senate Library, and showcased interesting and special
personal items from our Members. The Senate Library team
uncovered literary pieces, historical publications and personal
memorabilia donated by our Senate Members.
From the written words of President-elect Abraham Lincoln to
Senator Lisa Boscola’s Cheering Jacket and Senator Joseph B.
Scarnati’s famous pasta sauce, the Senate Library honored the
Senate’s past and created a legacy of the Institution through
this Exhibit.
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The Hidden Gems Exhibit: Uncovered by Donna
Wheeler, Senate Library


This Exhibit displayed the Senate Library’s most special
books and original, historic documents of the
Commonwealth’s history.



Included items such as the Charter granted to William
Penn from King Charles II in 1681 creating our
Commonwealth; Memorial books of President John F.
Kennedy and Pennsylvania Lt. Governor Catherine Baker
Knoll; and, the Journal with President-elect Abraham
Lincoln’s speech before the General Assembly on
February 22, 1861.

The Literary Legacy Exhibit: Uncovered by Evelyn
Andrews, Senate Librarian


This Exhibit highlighted the published works of
Pennsylvania’s Senators—past and present.



Items included: published works from Senator Douglas
Mastriano reconstructing the military history of an
important battle during WWI; the autobiography of
Senator Franklin Kury, who authored the
environmental amendment to the Pennsylvania
Constitution (Article 1, Section 27); and, historical
artifacts from Senator Alexander McClure who played
an indispensable role in Pennsylvania’s support for
President Lincoln during the Civil War.

The Mementos from the Members Exhibit:
Uncovered by George Soule, Senate Library


This Exhibit showcased memorabilia donated by our
Senators—past and present.



Items included: bobble heads of Senator Robert
Jubelirer and Senator Donald White; Senator Joseph
Scarnati’s President Pro Tempore cuff links; Senator
Hardy Williams’ election memorabilia; and, Senator
Christine Tartaglione’s 2000 Pennsylvania Electoral
College gavel.
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Ask the Parliamentarian…
Q: How did the Senate maintain continuity of its legislative operations in the
face of a worldwide pandemic?
These are historic times in America and around the world. For months now, cities
and communities around the globe have been facing a pandemic and the
consequences of trying to mitigate it. Pennsylvania has
been no different. Our fellow Pennsylvanians need and
expect continuity of our operations despite this crisis. At
the Senate, we have met this challenge.
We have had some historic legislative moments in the
Senate as a result of, and in response to, COVID-19.
On Wednesday, March 18, 2020, we adopted unprecedented Rules changes via Senate Resolution
318. The purpose of these Temporary Emergency Rules is twofold: (1) to maintain continuity of the
legislative operations of the Senate during a pandemic; and (2) to protect the health, safety and welfare
of the residents of the Commonwealth during this crisis. These new Rules changed our quorum
requirements and authorized remote participation and voting both in Senate session and committee
meetings.

Adopting new Rules was the first critical step. In addition to these new Rules, we next needed new
technology. Prior to this pandemic, changes to quorum and enabling remote participation in Senate
session was unthinkable. But, we had to find a way to make what seemed impossible—or at the very
least, daunting — possible. And, we did. Our technology team - LDP and the Senate A/V department created a solution that would safeguard the integrity of the legislative process and simultaneously allow
for full and meaningful participation by the Members (they can remotely vote, debate, offer
amendments, etc.). We utilize the ZOOM platform in conjunction with our Virtual Session Desk App,
which is tied into the Chamber audio/visual technology and feeds to the public. This provides two-factor
authentication and results in a dual level of security for the Members and the process, and provides
transparency to the public of our legislative operations and actions.
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On March 25, 2020, the PA Senate became the first Chamber in the Nation to hold a legislative
session with remote participation of Members. We “hosted” session from the Chamber in Harrisburg with as many Members present as possible (10/50) while others participated remotely
from their homes and District Offices.
There were many issues and challenges we faced to implement this new process. The legal considerations included seat of government, transparency and quorum, to name a few. My north
star throughout the process was to fulfill our legal obligations to continue with the operation of
government, while simultaneously ensuring the legality, security and integrity of the session
and the legislative process.

This has been an historic and educational experience, and a truly collaborative, innovative
effort. We soldiered on through technical glitches, background noise and feedback those
first session days. We achieved our continuity, operational, and integrity goals, which has
enabled the Senate to achieve significant legislative solutions for our fellow Pennsylvanians
throughout this worldwide health crisis.
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The We Remember: Service to the State and Nation featured
exhibition returns to the Senate Library to once again honor
Senate Members and Senate Librarians who served our State
and our Nation.
Throughout our nation’s wartime history, Pennsylvania has
played a major role. From the American Revolution, to the
American Civil War, to the World Wars, and the Global War on
Terrorism, Pennsylvania Senators—past and present— have
fought bravely and served our great Nation with honor and
valor.
The new displays feature sacred mementos and artifacts
personally donated by Senate Members. This exhibition pays
tribute to their dual service through several informative visual
displays highlighting objects related to their service and text
sharing their stories.
The Senate Library team is proud to invite Members, staff and
visitors to view this special exhibition. These men and women,
in addition to serving our Nation, spent years serving the
people of the Commonwealth as Senators and Senate Officers.
We are the proud caretakers of their stories, and honor their
legacy and remember the honorable service of these dedicated
men and women. Please stop in the Library to view this special
exhibit! You can also view it online: https://
www.library.pasen.gov/.
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Early American Conflicts: This case highlights
Senators and Senate Officers who fought in the
battles that established and preserved our Nation.
For example, Senate Librarian John Carroll
Delaney, who emigrated from Ireland, enlisted in
the Union Army at the tender age of 13, fought in
almost all battles of the Civil War, earned the
Medal of Honor, and then became the Librarian of
our Senate.

The World Wars: You will learn about the
Senators who fought in our 2 great World Wars.
You will read stories about Senator Judy Ward’s
father, who was captured on D-Day and survived!
We feature his medals, information about his, and
his brother’s, capture and release. We even have
the sand he kept from Normandy Beach!

Modern Conflicts: You will learn about
Senators—several of whom are serving in the
Senate today—who fought for democracy
around the world. On display are some of their
most cherished mementoes from their military
service. Who knew retired Senator Bob Robbins
was such a hero?!
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Security Spotlight: The Senate COOP & COVID-19
A key role of the Secretary-Parliamentarian is maintaining
the continuity of our Senate operations and maintaining
the Senate’s Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP). Senate
Security has been delegated with this important
responsibility. Given the unpreceded times of the COVID19 pandemic, we wanted to provide a behind-the-scenes
interview about the Senate COOP and how Senate Security
addressed the COVID-19 pandemic. The focus of the story
is what we’ve done as far as continuity planning before
COVID-19, what occurred throughout the pandemic, and
the lessons learned for future events. A special thank you
to Dan Billings, Director of Senate Security and Chief
Sergeant-at-Arms, Mike Haldeman, Administrative
Supervisor of Senate Security, and Senate Security Officer
Brett Myers for their expertise, and a heartfelt thank you
to all the officers for keeping us safe during this pandemic.
What is the Senate COOP? What does it entail?
 The Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) entails four
critical areas involved in dealing with a disaster:
preparation; mitigation; response; and, recovery. All
segments of the Senate are able to develop a COOP
tailored to their operations.

Has the COVID-19 pandemic presented any unique
challenges?
 There were unique challenges to dealing with COVID-19
because most plans were written for the relocation of
Senate operations to another geographic location.
Remote work was not on the planning radar, especially
on a national scale. Nearly every aspect of the Senate
began remote working, but key functions such as
payroll, invoice servicing, and policy development and
implementation still had to operate within (or at least
from) the Capitol.


Prior to the Capitol shutdown, access control requests
into the Capitol Complex and access to computer
network systems could only be managed physically in
the Capitol. When the Capitol was shut down, Senate
Security officers had to enter the Capitol Complex
numerous times to address security alarms. To address
this logistical challenge, we partnered with the
Secretary’s Office, the Department of General Services
and the LDP department to provide remote access to
key Security personnel.

How did Senate Security adjust to the Governor's stay at
 The Senate COOP follows the national model of an “all- home order and lockdown of the State Capitol?
hazards approach.” Essentially, we prepare for anything  All Senate Security Officers continue to report for duty
and then drill down to specific disaster templates with
and patrol the Capitol on a daily basis.
an online COOP.
 Senate Security works with Leadership offices to provide
What was the strategy for handling the COVID-19
the proper protection equipment (PPE) such as gloves
pandemic?
and masks to ensure all essential staff remain safe while
 In early March, Senate leadership created a COVID-19
conducting key operations inside the Capitol such as
task force to determine how to best mitigate the threat
legislative session and committee work.
of this coronavirus. Senate offices were urged to update
their COOP emergency plans and responsibilities.
 One of the officers was deployed by the Pennsylvania
National Guard to assist in the fight against COVID-19.
 Preparations for telework were added to the Senate
The outpouring of support from the Secretary’s Office
COOP with kits containing essential paperwork, thumb
and his fellow officers was heartfelt.
drives, laptops, seals, and contact lists; meanwhile, the
IT department assisted with equipment requests,
updates to all laptop computers, as well as phone
technology and usage.
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Capitol Tour Guide Tidbits: Fun Facts About the Pennsylvania State Capitol
The Early History of our First State Capitol in Harrisburg
In October 1812, the Provincial Assembly officially named the City of
Harrisburg the Pennsylvania State Capital, and started the process of building
the first State Capitol Building. The Commonwealth held a design competition
to select an architect. There were 17 proposals submitted. Stephen Hills
entered and won the contest; he signed the contract in April of 1819. The
Capitol Building was finished in less than two-and-a-half years at a cost of
$158,000 dollars. An official dedication was held on January 2, 1822 “Hills and
80 workmen formed a procession leading the Legislature and dignitaries to the
new building and into the House Chamber for the dedication ceremony”
according to the Capitol Preservation Committee’s records. Directly after the
dedication, the Legislature got down to business passing significant legislation related to education, transportation,
and public works.
The Hills Capitol drew dignitaries and scholars from across the state and the Atlantic Ocean including Charles Dickens
in 1843, Edward the Prince of Wales in 1860, and Abraham Lincoln in February 1861 en route to Washington, D.C., for
his first Inauguration. Lincoln, as President-elect, addressed the Pennsylvania General Assembly in a joint session to
honor President George Washington’s Birthday. His remarks can be viewed in the Journals found in our Senate
Library. Lincoln ended his visit early and left in secret due to an imminent assassination threat. On April 22, 1865,
after his tragic assassination, President Lincoln’s funeral train stopped for mourners to pay their respects and the
President’s coffin was brought to the House Chamber—the first and only President to lay in state in the City of
Harrisburg and in the Hills Capitol.
A dreadful fire all but destroyed the Hills Capitol. On February 2, 1897, during a legislative session, an uncontrollable
fire set the building ablaze. Unfortunately, the fire was discovered too late to control and bystanders could only stand
by and watch the fire consume the Capitol. There was considerable loss of property, but thankfully, no loss of life. The
Pennsylvania State Legislature would endure and meet again on February 8, 1897 at the Grace Methodist Episcopal
Church located on State Street. After the Hills Capitol fire and out of the ashes, the Pennsylvania State Capitol was
transformed in 1906 into the current national historic landmark. (Our next edition will tell you all about that.) Our
State Capitol is a priceless architectural and artistic treasure, a majestic symbol of history and power, and an icon of
democracy and freedom.

Special Thanks!
On June 23, 2020, Secretary Martin presented LDP Executive Director
Brent McClintock and his LDP team with a Certificate of Appreciation
for their hard work, dedication and innovative solutions to
modernizing the legislative operations of the Senate. LDP has been a
true partner with the Secretary and her legislative team in improving
the Senate’s legislative operations. As a result of this collaboration, by
the start of next year’s new legislative session – January 2021 – ALL of
the Senate’s legislative operations will be completely modernized!
This success could never have been achieved without the work of
Brent and his team.
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I.T. Corner

Telework and Zoom Meeting Best Practices
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, our home has become our office, and
unfortunately, can expose our home computer systems to cybersecurity
attacks, email phishing attacks, COVID-19 scams, and ZoomBombing, where
hackers randomly join a Zoom meeting to eavesdrop or start displaying/
saying inappropriate things.
As the Commonwealth reopens, many of us will continue to work from
home. Jeremy Toner, Director of the Pennsylvania Senate’s Institutional IT/
Telecommunications Department, reminds us that, now more than ever,
it’s import to practice good cybersecurity habits and be mindful of recent
Coronavirus-related attacks such as:
 Hackers are taking advantage of security concerns and using
“Coronavirus” to pique the curiosity of employees with securityrelated notifications and HR-related messages that could potentially
affect their daily work.
 Coronavirus related phishing email attacks are up over 600%.
Cybercriminals are preying on heightened stress and fear by scaring a
person to willingly provide confidential information or allow harmful
access to their computer systems with emails that appear “legitimate.”
 Always look for social engineering red flags. If you do not recognize
the sender’s email address, or the email is unexpected or unusual, DO
NOT OPEN.
 NEVER open attachments or click hyperlinks from an unusual or
unexpected sender, and when in doubt, if the email seems odd or
uncomfortable, DO NOT OPEN.
 If you are using the Zoom app/software to conduct meetings, you may
have heard about ZoomBombing, where randomly, uninvited
individuals will hijack a Zoom meeting with inappropriate content or
eavesdrop on confidential information. IMMEDIATELY update the latest
version for increased
security, never share
your personal meeting
IDs or meeting
passwords, invite
participants with care
by never sharing links
on social media, and
be mindful of screen
sharing with unknown
participants.
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We are pleased to announce the
Pennsylvania Capitol Tours and the
Pennsylvania Senate Library are now on
Facebook! Please follow us and see all things
celebrating our great Commonwealth and the
institutional history of the Senate and the Senate Library.
We have also added virtual scavenger hunts to the Tour
Guides website, pacapitol.com/keystone-classroom/kidscorner, and the Senate Library website,
library.pasen.gov. These are fun, virtual activities for
children of all ages to explore our Capitol and our Senate Library from the comfort of
their homes.
In addition, virtual tours of the State Capitol and Senate
Library are available at pacapitol.com/mobile-apps. We
want friends and families to enjoy the rich history and
beautiful architecture and artwork of the State Capitol and
Senate Library in the comfort and safety of their own
homes! Take a look, like our newest social media pages,
and spread the word!

Pennsylvania State Capitol
Tours Facebook Page:
Facebook.com/PaCapitolTours
(PaCapitolTours)
Twitter: @PaCapitolTours
PA Senate Library
Facebook Page: Facebook.com/
PASenateLibrary (@PASenateLibrary)
Twitter: @PASenateLibrary

Bringing the Capitol to You!
The tours must go on…During the COVID19 closure of the Capitol, some Senators
offered virtual video tours of the Capitol
to their constituents. The Senators filmed
a personalized video greeting and
piggybacked it to the tour videos that are
located on the Tour Guide website,
http://www.pacapitol.com/video-tours/.
What a great way to bring the beauty and
history of our treasure of a Capitol to
those who could not come here and see it
in person!

DID YOU
KNOW?

On August 14, 1775,
George Washington
appointed Thomas
Mifflin to become the
Continental Army’s first
Quartermaster General
under order of Congress. Mifflin later became the first Governor
of Pennsylvania. Prior
thereto, he served as
the 7th President of
Pennsylvania, the
Speaker of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives, the third
President of the Confederation Congress,
and a Member of the
Continental Congress.
Because of the various
roles he served before
and after the American
Revolution, he is counted as one of the Founding Fathers of our great
Nation.
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The Senate had commendable participation again this year in SECA –the Statewide Charitable Giving
Campaign. We had 103 participants from the Senate – which is 125.6% of our participation goal -- and
raised over $19,300 – which is 112.5% of our goal. Credit for this
outstanding participation goes to SECA Coordinators Nate Sanko and
Trey McElwee of the SecSen legislative team, who went door-todoor promoting the charitable giving campaign. They also coordinated
the annual SECA Information Day here at the Senate in September
2019. Members and staff were able to speak with various
representatives from some of the SECA-participating charities who
came to the Capitol for the event. This year, several Senate offices
had 100% participation in SECA, and for that, the Secretary presented
them with certificates of appreciation. This included Senator Pittman
and his office, the Senate Library, the Senate Documents Room, and
the Institutional I/T Dept. Thank you to all who contributed this
year! We did it!

BEAT THE SUMMER HEAT!
Remember, extreme heat events can happen anywhere and may occur quickly and without warning. The following tips below can help you beat the Summer heat:
 Stay cool indoors by using air conditioning, if possible.
 Avoid strenuous and high-energy activities.
 If you’re outside, find shade. Wear a hat wide enough to protect your face.
 Wear loose, lightweight, and light-colored clothing.
 Know the signs of heat-related illness like heat cramps, heat exhaustion, and
heat stroke.
 Drink plenty of fluids to stay hydrated. Do not use electric fans when the temperature outside is more than 95 degrees.
Using fans could increase the risk of heat-related illness. Fans create airflow and a false sense of comfort, but do not
reduce body temperature.
Remember, NEVER leave children, adults, or pets in a closed car! FEMA-prepare@fema.dhs.gov.
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE SENATE
Have suggestions for future newsletters? Let us know by emailing Jess
Valen: jvalen@os.pasen.gov.
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